Features of the Hayward® Navigator Pro automatic in-ground cleaner:

- Exclusive SmartDrive® — Programmed steering moves the cleaner silently in a predetermined series of turns for more thorough cleaning. It's powered by your existing filtration system so you don't have the expense of an energy-consuming booster pump.
- Advanced Suction Technology — Utilizes the pool's existing filtration system.
- Silent Operation — No pulsating hoses or noisy parts, for a peaceful pool environment.
- Easy to use — Connects in less than 10 minutes to skimmer or suction port.
Your pool is made more enjoyable with the Navigator Pro. The Navigator Pro from Hayward gives you easy, trouble-free operation. You won’t waste time emptying or replacing debris bags. Getting that sparkling clean pool is easy and effortless with the Navigator Pro. And because it’s powered by your existing filtration system, you don’t have the expense of an energy-consuming booster pump. When you install your new Navigator Pro as part of the Totally Hayward® System, you get the assurance of knowing you have a complete system, designed to work together for the best automatic operation and the cleanest pool possible.

The optional Leaf Canister connects in-line, trapping leaves and debris before reaching the pool’s filter system. Its see-through design lets you know when to empty it.

The optional Skimmer Vacuum Plate automatically alternates between vacuuming the pool and skimming the pool’s surface with each cycle of the filtration system’s time clock.

To take a closer look at Navigator Pro or other Hayward products, go to www.haywardpool.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.